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Before you grab your torches and pitchforks, let's recognize two basic facts: talking in a movie theater will earn you a place in a very special level of hell. Under the right circumstances, however, it is also incredibly fun. As crazy as it sounds, these two ideas can coexist peacefully. Before I
get into how you can get away with talking in the theater, I have one small caveat: if you annoy someone with these methods, leave the ship immediately. No matter what you prefer or enjoy, the cardinal rule of theater is to avoid ruining someone else's experience. I'm also not going to
advocate for getting out of the tablet, turning on the lights, or doing anything to develop a second screen experience. Cinemas are complex and expensive. Doing anything but paying attention to the film wins the point. Be polite JerkTalking in a movie theater a bit like speeding on a freeway.
You don't have to do it, you get in trouble if you get caught, but you can totally get away with it if you stick to some moderation and general courtesy. Regardless of your situation (and I'll discuss some special circumstances below), there are a few basic rules that you should follow if you
don't want to get pelted with popcorn: Know your audience. Before you even enter the theater, ask the friends you're going with as they speak during the movie. You may be surprised to learn how many people don't mind random jokes, but if the person you're going to sit next to prefers
silence, it's best to know in advance. Never speak loud enough for more than one person to hear. If you are unable to whisper, you are heading for disaster. There are almost zero situations where it's okay to say something loud enough for someone to have two places to hear you, much
less the whole theater. You should've chosen your talking buddy, so make sure they're the only ones who can hear you. (It also means that talking during movies is becoming more acceptable to fewer people in your theater.) Choose your moments carefully. There are good times to say the
words during the movie and there are bad times. Find out the difference. If critical dialogue (or even may be) takes place on the screen, shut up. If it's a very quiet or stressful moment, you probably can't whisper quiet enough to avoid ruining it for someone. However, high-profile action
scenes or filler scenes are more acceptable. Note: Find out is kind of like learning a good comedic time. There are no tough quick rules, but people know when you do it wrong. Say something worth hearing. This will probably eliminate 99% of potential moviegoers, but here's the thing: you're
competing with a movie that could cost upwards of tens or hundreds of millions of dollars. If you're going to say something even to your talking buddy, it should be that they enjoy enough, be briefly distracted from the movie they paid good money. Even by mutual consent, moviegoers can
be irritated by silent comments. Save Save comments for your best jokes or the most important questions. G/O Media can get commissioned byMario Kart Live: Home CircuitOf of course, these are just rude guidelines that are basically aimed at keeping you from getting caught. Which
brings us to the most important rule: if someone asks you to stop, stop. If you get so much as shh from another member of the audience, it means jig up. You whisper too loud to be thin and it bothered someone. Remember, no matter how you feel about the conversation during the movie or
how carefully you don't have to be disruptive, you're still breaking the rules. Don't try to resist or be tough back. Just enjoy the rest of the movie in silence. Get louder at midnight ShowingsYou has a basic rule down on how to avoid causing problems, but you're still not satisfied. You want to
laugh, cheer, whoop, and clap in the movie. You're not alone. I'm with you. Do you know what we're going to do? We're supposed to meet at midnight. Midnight screenings aren't always for idle crowd commentary (although it depends on the crowd). However, you will almost always find the
most enthusiastic fans at the earliest screenings possible. These are the people you can cheer along with you who will clap with you when the credits roll, and who will forgive you to laugh too much when the Hulk smashes Loki because they are right there with you. Oh, yes, and there are
usually at least a few people in suits. This is clearly not your typical movie experience. If you want your movie output to feel more like a concert, this is the place to be. However, if you want to pretend to be the next Joel Hodgson, you should probably keep your mouth shut here. The same
enthusiastic crowd that likes to get excited and loud over their movies is likely to be more angry than others if you ruin it for them. Go to special movies that encourage interactionIf you find that you can't control the volume of your voice and you keep getting kicked out of theaters, maybe you

need another way out. There are some movies that local or independent theaters will show just because people love to interact with them. In most cases, it's the bad movies that get ridiculed, so if that's not your thing you can move on to the next section. If you can dig it out though, here are
a few movies to watch out for: Rocky Horror Picture ShowThe RoomTroll 2BirdemicPirates of the Caribbean (No, actually) These screenings often involve more than just talking back on screen, so you should probably ask around a bit before heading to the theater. Otherwise, you might end
up pelted in the head with spoons unexpectedly. However, they have tons of fun and meet almost exclusively for the crowds of people who don't want to just shut up and Movie. Make your own rules for your home theater, of course, no matter what you do when you leave home, you agree to
someone else's rules. If you want the freedom to scream Don't go in there! There! as much as you like, there is one place where you will always be safe: your own home. You don't need to break the bank to make a really amazing home theater. Once you do, invite friends and watch movies
on your terms. When you've spent a week doing things, it's nice to enjoy a little... More When we like to think that there's literally nothing worse in the world than someone talking in a theater, there's a lot of entertaining cult and cultural icons that have sprung up from the military's film. You
can break the rules and risk the wrath of your fellow moviegoers by making this comment while the lights are off, but you are at least in good company. Just don't be a jerk. G/O Smee can get a commission of $16Photo monobot, Solotsky, Sebastian Dooris, gsloan. This post is part of our
Series Evil Week at Lifehacker, where we look at the dark side of getting things done. Knowing evil means knowing how to defeat it, so you can use your sinister powers for good. Want more? Check out our evil tag page of the week. With Halloween getting closer, we're relaxing our ethical
standards and looking at the dark side Of More Don't be fooled by the flashing marquee box-lights hurting. Last year, film attendance fell to its lowest level since 1995. Since 2002, total ticket sales have been declining by an average of 2% per year. This month, box office recorded its worst
weekend in years, with the top 12 making $51.9 million, down 37% from the previous low in 2012. And as studios are vying to release their films previously in a more lucrative home entertainment channel, theatrical release windows are shrinking. Cinemas, once the main place of
entertainment, become the last thought. It seems that in the hyper-connected, on-demand world we live in today's world, the magic of walking into the movies has lost its spark. This movie is going to the public equipped with Netflix, Hulu, YouTube, and endless other ways of entertainment.
Throw in the equation an ever-increasing price tag to sit in a theater with sticky floors, mediocre food, and people shushing each other, and it's no wonder people are starting to think, why bother? But like any design strategist with a soft spot for butter popcorn, I wondered whether it was
worth looking at this problem from a new perspective. And the industry may be ripe for change - Chinese investment group Dalian Wanda has just announced the acquisition of AMC Theatres for $2.6 billion. Getting out of the arms race Is The Design Thinking is really just about asking
customers why, and listening. Not investors, not industry experts, but customers for whom you build products. So we asked our friends, colleagues and their children why you go Movie? While a couple of people specific filmmakers or big budget effects, most of them had reasons that had
little to do with movies at all. Most of them go to the movies as a social event - shared experiences with their family or friends. And yet, going to the movies is hardly a social experience. You don't talk to each other, you don't eat with each other, or you don't even look at each other.
Practically the only possibilities of communication are in the queue at the concession stand or on the way out of the theater. The fact is that most of the theatrical achievements were solely in the service of enhancing movie viewing experience (e.g. 3-D, IMAX, stadium seating) rather than
film-going experience. It seems that the film industry is using technology to put a Band-Aid on a bullet wound. As they face shrinking audiences, they responded with bigger and better features to enhance the spectacle and justify rising prices. The problem is that these features exceed the
needs of the mass audience. People will shell out for a compelling blockbuster like Batman or The Avengers, but for most movies, there will be a point and price at which people don't care enough about more and better. It's time to pull out of the technology arms race. Focus on Friday's
Competition NightWhen Continuum was involved in a project with holiday inn to better monetize the lobby experience, the key to the redesign was the realization that their competition was not other hotels; these were cafes like Starbucks and Dunkin' Donuts, which usually flank their
properties. Once they realized they were really against it, they were able to rethink their brand and guest experience to keep people from running across the street for their daily fix. The same tactic can be applied to the theatre industry. People don't refuse to go to the movies to rent a
house, they give it up for other social activities such as restaurants and bars. So why are cinemas so intent on one upping the home theater experience with new visual and sound effects? What if they're really focused on competing on Friday night? The social atmosphere around
conversation, people mixing and shared food and drink are things that are all noticeably absent from mainstream cinemas. Boutique theatres such as the Alamo Drafthouse and Arclight Hollywood have infiltrated the market, directly addressing this need with gourmet restaurants and lively
bars. But increasing the social experience shouldn't mean going to a premium or getting a liquor license (although in many cases, I suspect, it would be a lucrative investment). Design changes such as repositioning the living room closer to the theater rooms can stimulate more traffic
between moviegoers and movie leavers and help create excitement. Larger investments may be in implementing social placement mechanisms such as private boxes for large groups to allow them free range talk without disrupting the rest Most theaters, like cable companies for people, are
little more than trumpet that spit out entertainment content. If a theater two blocks closer to you shows the same movie, this is the one that gets your business. If movies are mediocre that weekend, you can't go to the movies at all. For an industry that relies on people heading to theaters in
times of good movies and bad, the current service model is a risky business. If theaters want to keep them coming, and more importantly buy their concessions (which account for 40% of their profits), they need to make their service experience stand alone. And right now, this experience is
a bit of a cattle call. You rush to get good seats, and once the credits roll, you rush into a more hospitable environment. What if theaters could make their space compelling enough for people to just hang out and share popcorn, even if they didn't end up seeing the movie? One idea might be
to create a standalone experience around previews- perhaps the funniest part about going into movies. Theaters could assign a living room that projects trailers for all the movies that are currently being played. People would have a place to socialize. Studios can build hype around their
new movies. And theaters will make a net profit from their concessions. The reality is that reasonably good entertainment content is available anytime, anywhere and options outside the box office will only continue to grow. Cinemas need to deliver on what they themselves can own-social
experiences unique with both the sofa and the bar. Those who do will have to worry a lot less about what's at the box office or what's on Netflix-a lesson that can serve businesses both in and out of the spotlight. (Photo: Yun Yulia/Shutter Stock) Stocks bears tooth theater movies. movies at
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